PRODUCT OVERVIEW

App Live
Deliver great experiences every time
you publish your mobile app.

POWER UP YOUR MANUAL TESTING
App Live is a cloud-based interactive mobile app testing platform. It allows you to instantly test
apps across real iOS and Android devices. You can upload dev and published apps from multiple
sources, debug with real-time logs, test native device features, and more. Teams rely on App Live to
simplify workflows and ensure apps work all across devices. Always ship with the confidence that
your mobile apps work for every customer. Learn more about App Live.
Be Confident Your Apps Work For Every Customer
Identify and fix bugs before they affect customers by verifying user scenarios on a wide range of real
devices, including the latest iPhones, iPads, Pixels and Samsung devices. Use device and network
logs to debug in real time and identify the root cause faster than ever before. Always publish your
apps with the assurance that they look and function exactly as they should for every customer.

Test on More Devices, Without Spending a Fortune
While device labs are costly and high-maintenance, the alternative—emulators—can give
inaccurate results. Our global network of data centers replaces your in-house device labs with the
Real Device Cloud—a cloud testing infrastructure of 2,000+ real devices available on demand 24x7.
Teams that test with a real device every single time reduce their time to market, simply by
identifying errors like hardware incompatibility before every release.

See How Your Apps Behave in the Real World
Rely on accurate results and a truly native experience on App Live—it's like testing with a device in
hand. Mimic natural gestures (tap, scroll, zoom, swipe). Simulate user conditions like user location
and network connectivity. Test scenarios based on device hardware like camera and chipsets. Test
native app functionality like push notifications, localization and SMS.

Integrate with Your Favorite Tools
App Live works seamlessly with the tools you use every day. Report bugs on Jira, Trello, GitHub and
Slack in seconds while testing on App Live. Easily access your dev apps, using our integrations with
popular tools such as TestFlight, HockeyApp, Gradle and fastlane.

Get Enterprise Security
Every device is brand new, unboxed and unused. When you upload mobile apps to our servers, be
confident your data is securely managed and stored. After every test session, the device is wiped
clean and restored to factory settings, removing any trace of your data on the device. We ensure
every session runs on a secure, pristine device. Read our Security policies.
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“ Before, we were always on the lookout for new devices.

Today, we don't even procure them—we rely on App Live for
every major device. Capita now saves time and money while
delivering the highest standard of app quality for every client.

ASHWINI ANDHALE
Senior QA Engineer, Capita
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